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About This Game

Pi is based on an original game concept because it is both a 3D racing arcade game, a platform game, a puzzle game and a first-
person shooting game in one for Windows. The player can go through eras such as ancient Egypt, medieval and sci-fi worlds to

unlock the mysteries of the Pi number.

A racing arcade game: you pilot your vehicle against the clock through a 3D tube and around various obstacles in 360
degrees to collect all the gems and complete the level.

A platform game: you will have to jump and drive smarter on static and moving platforms to reach some inaccessible
gems

A puzzle game: some obstacles are more difficult than others because you must first understand the puzzle and then find
out how to solve it

A first-person shooting game: kill enemies!...
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Original game concept

Three exciting worlds: Ancient Egypt, Medieval and Sci-Fi

20 levels to succeed: 12 classic levels and 8 racing levels

One more level for the Boss

Three difficulty modes

Record your best times (Ghost mode)

Original instrumental metal tracks

Add your own music mp3 files

Keyboard, Old-style Joystick and Xbox 360 Controller supported

Optimized for ultra wide monitors (2.39:1)

In other words, this game proves a worthy challenge for newbie and hardcore gamers. Pi will not let you feel free!...
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Title: Pi
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Sylvain Seccia
Publisher:
Petite Fleur Productions
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon, Geforce with at least 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Gamepad

English
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This game is really confusing, but it does offer interesting gameplay that I have not seen in other games.
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